The present paper is self-contained. Section 2 collects the definitions and some theorems on regular two-graphs and on switching of graphs, includ1ng another result by Shult [8J. In section 3, symplectic and orthogonal geometries over GF (2) and their two-graphs are reviewed, on the basis of [IJ and [IOJ. Section 4 consists of the proof of Shult's theorem. In the final section 5 this theorem is applied to a problem originating from Lie algebras of characteristic 2, proposed by Hamelink [4J. For any W E Q, the triple set~of any two-graph (Q,~) is determined by its triples containing w. Indeed, {w l ,w 2 'w 3 } E~whenever an odd number of the other 3-subsets of {w,w l ,w 2 'w 3 } belongs to~.
Given any graph (Q,E), let~be the set of the triples from Q which carry an odd number of edges of E. Then (Q,~) is a 2-graph. Indeed, it is easily checked that for any graph on 4 vertices the number of its subgraphs on 3 vertices having an odd number of edges is even. Given any two-graph (Q,~), its switching class of graphs is obtained as follows. Select any W E Q, and partition Q \ {w} into any 2 disjoint sets Q I and Q2' Let E consist of the following pairs:
{w,w l }, for all wI E Q I {wl,wi}, for all wl,wi EQI' with {w,wl,wi} E~; {w 2 ,w Z }, for all wz,w z E Q2' with {w,wZ,w Z } E~; {w l ,w 2 }, for all wI E QI' w 2 E 0Z' with {w,wI'w Z } ,~• Then (Q,E) belongs to the switching class of (Q,~). Conversely, every graph of the switching class of (Q,~) is obtained in this way. The switching class of (~,6) contains each of its derived graphs extended by the isolated vertex w. Indeed, take~I =~in the above construction.
With respect to any labeling of~any graph (~,E) is described by its (-I, I)-adjacency matrix A as follows. The elements of A are a .. = 0 for allĩ E~,a = -I for adjacent x,y E~, and a for non-adjacent u,v E~. xy u,v Thus, A is a sYmmetric matrix with zero diagonal of the order n. If (~,E) has the adjacency matrix A, then any graph (~,E') in its switching class has the adjacency matrix A' = DAD , for some diagonal matrix D of order n with diagonal elements~I. ObV{ou$ly, A' and A have the same spectrum. We shall say that (n,E') is obtained from Proof. Let (n,E), with adjacency matrix A, be in the switching class of (n,6). For any adjacent x,y E n, let p(x,y) denote the number of the vertices which are adjacent to x and non-adjacent to y. For any non-adjacent u,v E n, let q(u,v) denote the number of the vertices which are adjacent to u and non-adjacent to v. The regularity condition of (n,6) says that k = q(u,v) + q(v,u) = n -2 -p(x,y) -p(y,x) • On the other hand, the elements of the matrix (A -PII)(A -P 2 I). for any real PI and P z ' with PI~PZ' are PIP Z + non the diagonal PI + P + n -Z -2(p(x,y) + p(y,x» for a = -I ; Z xy
-(p + P Z ) + n -Z -2(q(u,v) + q(v,u» for a = I .
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We now relate PI and P 2 to k and n by It follows that (n,~) is a regular two-graph with the parameter k, if and only if
We close this section with a criterion for 2-transitivity of two-graphs, due to Shult [8J. For any graph (n,E) with adjacency matrix A. let n = {x} u nun' x x A denote the partition of (n.E) into x e n, the subgraph on the set n of the x vertices adjacent to x, and the subgraph on the set n' of the vertices nonx adjacent to x. Theorem 2.6. Let (n u {w},~) be any two-graph, and let (n.E) be its derived graph with respect to w. Suppose (n,E) admits a transitive automorphism group. Suppose that, for any x € n, there exist automorphisms cr of the subgraph on n , and T of the subgraph on
Then (n u {w},~) is a regular two-graph admitting a doubly transitive automorphism group. mits an automorphism which interchanges wand x. From the transitivity of (n,E) it follows that (n u {w},~) admits an automorphism which fixes wand maps any yEn onto any ZEn. This implies that the two-graph admits a 2-transitive automorphism group, and hence is regular. The eigenvalues PI and P 2 follow from theorem 2.5. The vector space V(2m,2) carries an orthogonal geometry, whenever it is provided with a quadratic form, that is, a form Q : V + GF(2) such that Q(O) = 0, and
is a non-degenerate, alternating, bilinear form. Proof. Let V(2m,2) carry an orthogonal geometry, and let B be the associated bilinear form. Then, for all u,v E V we have
The hyperbolic planes of V(2m,2) are of two types: 
Proof. n E (Zm,2) are sub-two-graphs of~(Zm,Z). We now apply theorem Z.6. The graph OE(Zm,Z) has a transitive automorphism group (in fact, the orthogonal group). For any x € n E \ {OJ, let nand n' be as in theorem Z.6. The map- Partitioning according to
we put A and A' in the following form:
The adjacency matrix A' applies, since it has constant row sums The following figure F is used frequently in the sequel. We shall apply the triangle property without further mentioning. The integer k will denote twice the cardinality of the set K. any adjacent x,y E K we have adjacent x' ,y' E L, and x",y" E M. For any nonadjacent X,Z E K we have non-adjacent x' ,z' E L, and x",z" E M. Furthermore, we have adjacent x,y', and x' ,z", and non-adjacent x,z', and x' ,y". Finally,
any n E N is adjacent to x, and non-adjacent to x' and to x", or conversely. would be adjacent to all of L and of M. contrary to lemma 4.5. We shall see later that there may exist x E N adjacent to all of (K u N) \ {x}.
Lemma 4.7. The graph (n u {w},E). where w is an additional isolated vertex, belongs to a regular two-graph (n u {w},~) with the parameter k.
Proof. Let~be the set of the triples of n u {w} which carry an odd number of edges from (n u {w},E). Since (n.E) is regular. wand any c € n are on k triples of~. Any non-adjacent c,d € n are on IKI + IMI = k triples of~.
Referring to lemma 4.2 we observe that. as a consequence of the regularity of (n,E). the sets Q. R. S have equal cardinality. Hence any adjacent u,v € n are on 1 + 1 + (k -2) = k triples of~. corresponding to w. f(u.v), and the vertices of PuS. No vertex t E 6 is adjacent to all vertices of Q. Indeed, let 6' be the set of all such vertices t. Any Z E 6 \ 6' is non-adjacent to some x E Q, and to x + Z E Q, so z is the sum of 2 elements of Q. Hence any t E 6' is adjacent to all elements of f \ 6', and ii) implies 6' = 0. No vertex x € Q is adjacent to all vertices of~\ {x}. Indeed, if so. then x would be adjacent to all vertices of'~, and the vector x + a + b would be orthogonal to all elements of f, contrary to i). These observations imply that~~0, and that V(2m,2) is spanned by~u {a} u {b}.
The subgraph on~satisfies the triangle property. Indeed, for any ad- x E n serves as the third vertex. This e~plains the structure of the subgraphs on n, on 6, on r, and on V \ (r u {a}). Now the theorem is proved by reference to theorems 3.11 and 4.14.
